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Abstract
This paper describes an approach to formalization of criteria of computer systems software testing. A brief review of
control-flow criteria is introduced. As a formal language for
describing the criteria, the Z notation is selected. Z schemas
are presented for definitions of the following criteria: statement coverage, decision coverage, condition coverage, decision/condition coverage, full predicate coverage, modified
condition/decision coverage, and multiple condition coverage. This characterization could help in the correct understanding of different types of testing and also the correct
application of a desired testing regime.

1 Introduction
Software testing criteria (or else, test data adequacy criteria or coverage criteria) play a large role of whole testing
process. These criteria are used as [36]:





stopping rules that determines whether sufficient testing has been done that it can be stopped;
measurements of test quality when a degree of adequacy is associated with each test set;
generators, for test data selection. Test sets are considered as equivalent if they satisfy the same criterion.

The use of testing criteria as regulatory requirements during
software certification and licensing also has its own specific
features and benefits. At the time of regulatory assessment,
the stage of testing assessment is one of the most important
where efforts of experts should be concentrated [33].
The methods and criteria of testing are traditionally
divided into structural (or white-box) and functional (or
black-box) aspects [21, 27]. Structural testing criteria, i.e.
criteria which take into account an internal structure of the
program, are in turn divided into data-flow and control-flow

criteria, although the combination of the two has been considered [24, 31]. Data-flow criteria are based on the investigation of the ways in which values are associated with variables and how these associations can affect the execution of
the program [36]. This group contains so-called all-uses,
all-defs, all-p-uses and other criteria [14, 27]. Control-flow
criteria examine logical expressions, which determine the
branch and loop structure of the program. This group of
criteria is considered in this paper.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
a brief review of control-flow criteria. Well-known criteria
like statement coverage, decision coverage, condition coverage, decision/condition coverage, multiple-condition coverage, as well as relatively new criteria such as full predicate
and modified condition/decision coverage (MC/DC) criteria
are addressed.
In the scientific literature, criteria definitions are typically informal (in natural language). Sometimes these definitions are not clear enough and this can lead to inaccurate
understanding. In section 3 of this paper, the task of producing formal criteria definitions is considered. As a formal language for describing the criteria, the Z notation is
selected, which is used recently not only in academic surroundings [4] but also for industrial development of highintegrity systems such as safety-critical software [6, 7].

2 Review of control-flow criteria
2.1 Informal definitions
The most simple control-flow criteria are known from
the 1960s and 1970s. The following are based on the wellknown book by G. Myers [21]:
 statement coverage (SC): every statement in the program has been executed at least once;
 decision coverage (DC): every statement in the program has been executed at least once, and every deci-

sion in the program has taken all possible outcomes at
least once;
 condition coverage (CC): every statement in the program has been executed at least once, and every condition in each decision has taken all possible outcomes
at least once;
 decision/condition coverage (D/CC): every statement
in the program has been executed at least once, every decision in the program has taken all possible outcomes at least once, and every condition in each decision has taken all possible outcomes at least once;
 multiple condition coverage (MCC): every statement
in the program has been executed at least once, and all
possible combinations of condition outcomes in each
decision have been invoked at least once.
These definitions use concepts of ‘decision’ and ‘condition’. A decision is a program point at which the control flow can divide into various paths. An example of a
decision is the IF-THEN-ELSE construction in Pascal and
other imperative programming languages. A decision is a
Boolean expression consisting of a one or several condition
combined by logical connectives. A condition is an elementary Boolean expression (atomic predicate), which cannot
be divided into further Boolean expressions.
All the mentioned definitions involve the statement coverage criterion as a component part. This inclusion is
slightly artificial because pure decision or condition coverage is not connected with statement coverage. The purpose
of this inclusion is to establish the following partial ordering of the control flow criteria: criterion A is stronger (subsumes) criterion B if every test set that satisfies A also satisfies B. Other relations between testing criteria have been
also considered [13].
The multiple condition coverage criterion is the strongest
and requires full searching of various combinations of conditions values. However, an excess of test cases can be required. If the number of conditions in a decision is equal
to n, then the number of test cases to satisfy this criterion
is 2n ; this is not normally possible in practice even for relatively moderate values of n. The other mentioned criteria are weaker and require considerably less test patterns.
Thus, condition coverage requires two tests for each condition and the total quantity of tests equals 2n. However, in
this connection, testing of combinations of conditions values is missing and such testing volume is not sufficient for
safety-critical software [12].
An intermediate position between multiple condition
coverage criterion and other criteria is taken up by modified condition/decision coverage (MC/DC) criterion:
 MC/DC: every point of entry and exit in the program
has been invoked at least once, every condition in
a decision in the program has taken on all possible
outcomes at least once, and each condition has been

shown to independently affect the decision’s outcome.
A condition is shown to independently affect a decision’s outcome by varying just that condition while
holding fixed all other possible conditions [28].
As evident from the definition, MC/DC criterion requires
achievement of statement coverage and condition coverage
criteria combined with the requirement that each condition
should affect the decision’s outcome. It means that the outcome of a decision changes as a result of changing a single
condition [11]. This criterion requires testing of various (but
not all) combinations of conditions values but the number of
tests still grows by linear law.
Full predicate coverage criterion [23] is similar to
MC/DC but is weaker [1]. This criterion is based on
the specifications and the original definition uses different
terms (for example, ‘clause’ instead ‘condition’). But it is
possible to reformulate it for uniformity with previously defined criteria and using a definition from [23] as a base:
 full predicate coverage (FPC): every statement in the
program has been executed at least once, and each condition in a decision has taken all possible outcomes
where the value of a decision is directly correlated
with the value of a condition. This means, a decision
changes when a condition changes.
Thereby, the distinction between full predicate coverage
and MC/DC is that while varying a condition, it is not necessary to fix all other possible conditions. In this case it is
easier to assemble test cases than for MC/DC. But on the
other hand, the effect of varying a condition on a decision
can be masked by the other conditions.
In addition to those mentioned above, other control-flow
criteria has been introduced (for example, LCSAJ [35], DDpath [25], and Object Level [15] coverage criteria). Diagrams, which show interrelation between control-flow and
data-flow criteria are considered in [15, 22, 26, 36].

2.2 An example
The following example illustrates the contents of the
testing criteria for a decision, containing three conditions
and implementing the principle of the logical majorization
‘2 from 3’: the decision is true if and only if any two conditions are true. This principle is widely used for data processing in many safety-critical systems. Note, that this example
of the use of the testing criteria is given only for simplification of explanation and has no a practical sense because a
number of the conditions is small and full searching of all
test cases is easy achieved.
Let d be the decision and A, B, and C be conditions. Then
d

= (A

^ B) _ (A ^ C) _ (B ^ C)

The values of conditions are 1 (TRUE) or 0 (FALSE).
Eight combinations of the values of the conditions exist.

For DC, CC, D/CC, and FPC, two combinations are sufficient. For MCC, the set containing all eight combinations
is required. The combinations, which satisfy the MC/DC
criterion, are given in Table 1. The pair, suited for each
condition, is marked ‘’.
combination
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

A
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

values
B C
1 1
1 0
0 1
1 1
0 0
1 0
0 1
0 0

d
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

variations
A B C

 




 

MC/DC

+
+
+
+

Table 1. Combinations satisfied the MC/DC
criterion
The subset of four combinations, marked ‘+’, satisfies
the MC/DC criterion.
A more detailed example is addressed in a technical report [32]. This example takes into account the following
factors:
 dependence of the values of the conditions and decisions on input data;
 dependence of the specific decision on its place in the
computer program, i.e., on the values of other decisions in the program;
 dependence of the conditions in the specific decision
on each other, i.e., the possibility of one condition
takes its value depending on the value of other conditions in this decision.

3 Formalization of control-flow criteria in Z
The criteria such as full predicate coverage and modified condition/decision coverage are quite complicated and
require additional explanation. Various understandings of
these definitions are possible giving rise to ambiguity. To
help alleviate this situation, the elaboration of formalized
definitions of testing criteria, which describe criteria contents in rigorous mathematical form, is presented here.
Formalization of certain criteria has been carried out
using set theory [13], graph theory [24], predicate logic
[20, 31], temporal logic [2]. In this paper, the Z notation
[29] is used for the formal definition of the criteria.
The reasons for choosing the Z notation are follows. Z
has been used for a number of digital systems in a variety of ways to improve the specification of computer-based

systems [3]. Many textbooks on Z are now available (e.g.,
[18]). The teaching of Z has become of increasing interest [5]. Concerning software testing, the Z notation has
been used to derive tests from model-based specifications
[10, 30], for the testing of abstract data types (modules,
classes, package, clusters) [16], automatic test case generation [8, 9], the selection of test cases and evaluation of test
results [17]. So, when Z is used for software development
and testing, it is expedient to use testing criteria, also formulated in Z.

3.1 Basic concepts
The following two given sets are used further for definitions of testing criteria:
[INPUT ; STATEMENT ℄

The first set is a set of possible values of input program
variables. So, any i 2 INPUT is a vector whose components
are specific values of all input quantities. The second set is
a set of all program statements. The further specification of
the nature of these sets is not necessary for the creation of
the criteria definitions.
When the specific values of input variables are determined and the program is executed, usually only a part of
program branches are involved, i.e. only a part of program
statements are activated. Below path i is a set of program
statements that are executed when the input variables value
is i.
path : INPUT

! P STATEMENT

The set Bool, used for the determination of the value of
conditions, contains only two elements – 0 and 1.
Bool == f0; 1g
PartInput is a set of all non-empty subsets of INPUT,
excluding the set INPUT.
PartInput == P1 INPUT n fINPUT g
The abbreviation cond is introduced for the set of all possible conditions, which are considered as logical predicates
on INPUT, i.e. for any i 2 INPUT the value of a condition
equals 0 (FALSE) or 1 (TRUE). The set of conditions will
later be restricted and conditions linked with each specific
decision will be used.
cond == INPUT

! Bool

The following schema1 describes the notion of ‘decision’. On the one hand, each decision is a statement of
1 All schemas in this paper were checked using the ZTC type-checker
package [19].

a program (variable decst). On the other hand, each decision is a logical predicate (the function value) on the subset
decinput of input data, for which the executed path passes
through this decision, i.e. decst 2 path i. Correspondingly,
decinput0 and decinput1 are the sets, where the function
value (i.e., the value of the decision) equals 0 and 1 respectively. These sets partition the set decinput, i.e. their
union equals decinput, and their intersection is the empty
set. From the definition of PartInput, both of them are nonempty. Thereby, the decisions, which are either all 0 or all
1, are excluded from consideration. The reasons are that
all such decisions are covered when the statement coverage
criterion is satisfied and that ‘affect the decisions outcome’
(see above the definition of the MC/DC) and ‘the correlation with the value of a condition’ (see above the definition
of the full predicate coverage) are impossible for such degenerate decisions.

As the statement coverage criterion is a component part
of all other criteria, its schema is in the signature of all
other schemas used for defining testing criteria. Thus, the
set testset is used (via the StatementCoverage schema) for
definitions all testing criteria.
The following schema determines a formal definition
of the decision coverage criterion based on the fact that
for any specific decision d the set testset should overlap
with both d:decinput0 and d :decinput1. In this case, the
given decision takes both the value 0 (for the testing data
from d:decinput0) and the value 1 (for the testing data from
d:decinput1).
DecisionCoverage
StatementCoverage

8 d : dec  (testset \ d decinput0 6= ?) ^
(testset \ d decinput1 =
6 ?)
:

:

dec
decst : STATEMENT
decinput : P1 INPUT
decinput0; decinput1 : PartInput
argdec : P1 cond
value : cond
decinput = fi : INPUT j decst 2 path ig
hdecinput0; decinput1i partitions decinput
argdec = fc : cond j dom c = decinput ^
ran(decinput C c) = Boolg
dom value = decinput
decinput1 = fi : INPUT j value i = 1g
The set argdec contains all conditions that are components of a given decision. Each conditions should takes
both 0 and 1. This means that conditions that are either
all 0 or all 1 are not considered. The reasons are the same
as for decisions – each such condition is always covered
when a decision is covered and varying condition’s value
(for MC/DC and full predicate coverage) is impossible for
such degenerate conditions.
To describe the process of testing, the set of testing data
is introduced. This set, named testset, can satisfy or not
satisfy to testing criteria.

3.2 Formal definitions
The following schema gives the definition when testing
data satisfy the statement coverage criterion.
StatementCoverage
testset : P1 INPUT

8 v : STATEMENT  (9 i : testset  v 2 path i)

The following schema determines the condition coverage criterion and is analogous with the previous schema. It
claims that a pair of input data from testing set should exist,
for which the condition takes different values (both 0 and
1).
ConditionCoverage
StatementCoverage

8 d : dec; c : cond j c 2 d argdec 
(9 i0 i1 : testset \ d decinput  c i0 6= c i1 )
:

;

:

The formal description of the decision/condition coverage criterion uses the fact that this criterion is the union of
the decision criterion and the condition criterion. So, the
schema of this criterion contains only references to two previous schemas.
DecisionConditionCoverage
DecisionCoverage
ConditionCoverage
The requirement, which determines the full predicate
coverage criterion, is similar to the corresponding requirements for the condition coverage: a testing set should contain such input data (i0 and i1 ) that the value of a condition
equals 0 for one of them and equals 1 for the other.
FullPredicateCoverage
StatementCoverage

8 d : dec; c : cond j c 2 d argdec 
(9 i0 i1 : testset  (d value i0 =
6 d value i1 ) ^
(c i0 =
6 c i1 ))
:

;

:

:

But if in case of condition coverage there are no restrictions on the input data (except their membership in
d:argdec; i.e., for these input data the decision, as a program statement, should be executed), then for full predicate
coverage there is the additional restriction: for these input
data the decision also should have different values, i.e., both
the condition and the decision should vary simultaneously.
The following schema determines the MC/DC criterion.
ModifiedConditionDecisionCoverage
FullPredicateCoverage

8 d : dec; c : cond j c 2 d argdec 
(9 pair : P1 (d decinput0  d decinput1) 
(8 i0 i1 : INPUT j (i0 i1 ) 2 pair 
6 c i1 ^
(c i0 =
(8 othercond : d argdec j othercond =
6 c
othercond i0 = othercond i1 )))) )
(9 j0 j1 : testset  (j0 j1 ) 2 pair)
:

:

:

;

;

:

;

;

As the MC/DC criterion subsumes the full predicate
criterion, this schema contains the FullPredicateCoverage
schema, combined with an additional restriction. This restriction requires that, in case varying of one condition, all
other conditions (othercond), which make up the given decision, should not vary, if it is possible in principle. It means
that the values of each othercond for i0 and i1 are equal.
The subset of pairs of input data, which display this combination, is denoted as pair. If such a non-empty subset pair
exists, then at least one from its elements should be a member of the testing set.
This formal definition eliminates a certain shortcoming
of the definition in natural language. The original definition
does not clearly describe the situation when, varying one
condition, it is impossible to fix all other conditions. It is
not necessarily the best option to consider that the MC/DC
is not satisfied in this situation. The formal definition shows
that testing data should answer the full predicate coverage
criterion for this condition. It means that it is acceptable
to vary this condition simultaneously with the decision but
without fixing the value of all other conditions.
The last scheme determines the multiple condition coverage criterion.
MultipleConditionCoverage
StatementCoverage

8 d : dec; condset : P cond j
condset 2 P d argdec 
(9 comb : P1 d decinput  (8 i : comb 
(8 c : condset  c i = 1) ^
(8 c : d argdec j c 62 condset  c i = 0))) )
(testset \ comb =
6 ?)
:

The definition claims that the testing data set (testset)
should contain the data for testing every combination of the
values of conditions into a decision, if such combination is
possible in principle (i.e., if there are input data for which
the value of conditions make up the given combination). In
the schema given above, each combination of the values of
the conditions is clearly defined by the subset condset of
the conditions, which equal 1 for this combination. Accordingly, the other conditions from d:argdec, which are
not members of condset, equals 0 for this combination.
The subset of input data, which display this combination,
is denoted as comb. If such a non-empty subset comb exists,
then at least one from its elements should be a member of
the testing set.

4 Conclusions and future work
The subject of this paper is the formalization of criteria
for complex computer systems software testing. Controlflow criteria, i.e., criteria using logical expressions, which
determine the branch and loop structure of the program, are
considered. This group includes well-known criteria [21]
and relatively new criteria – full predicate [23] and modified condition/decision coverage (MC/DC) [28] criteria. A
brief review and examples illustrating the testing criteria are
introduced.
The Z notation [3, 29] is used for the formal definition of
the criteria. Z schemas formally describing all main controlflow testing criteria are presented. These definitions help to
eliminate the possibility of inaccurate understanding, which
is likely for definitions in natural language. In particular,
the MC/DC formal definition takes into consideration the
situation when, varying a condition, it is impossible to fix
all other conditions because of mutual dependence of the
conditions and decisions.
The formal definitions could be used, in particular, for
laying down regulatory requirements [34] for the testing
of safety-critical software. The proposed approach could
also be used for the formalization of other testing criteria (e.g., data-flow control criteria). Another direction for
future work could be using formal definitions for detailed
analysis of the content and applicability of the most complicated existing criteria and for producing new criteria. One
of the possible criteria for further analysis is the modified
condition/decision coverage criterion.
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